
 
Colors of the Rainbow 

     I decided my favorite color is the rainbow. It has all the    12 

colors in it, red, yellow, blue, green, and purple. They are all my   25 

favorite colors. How could I ever choose just one?    34 

Red makes me feel like smiling. I love red cards and shiny    46 

red apples. My favorite type of candy is a red gum drop. My   59 

favorite flower is a red rose. I’m happy when I get to see a red   74 

sunset.           75 

     Blue makes me feel like taking a nap. My bed is fluffy blue   88 

and white with clouds all over it. I love the blue sky and ocean.   102 

Blue bubble gum is the best flavor of ice cream.    112 

Yellow makes me feel like jumping rope. I love the sun in    124 

summer and the full moon in the fall. Our meadow is full of   137 

yellow flowers that dance in the breeze. Applesauce is one of my   149 

favorite treats, and it is kind of yellow. Fuzzy yellow ducklings   160 

always make me laugh.         164 

     Green makes me feel like climbing a tree. I love playing in   176 

the grass and the fields. Green gummy bears and pears are my s  188 

pecial snacks. My favorite place to go is a park filled with trees   201 

and grass.           203 

     Purple makes me feel like eating grapes. I use my purple   214 

crayon so much it is almost gone. My favorite backpack is   225 

purple, too. Whenever anyone asks me what my favorite color is,  236 

I tell them it is a rainbow.        243 
Level	   T1	   T2	   T3	   	  

Low	  risk	   44+	   68+	   90+	   	  
Some	  risk	   26-‐43	   52-‐67	   70-‐89	   	  
At	  risk	   0-‐25	   0-‐51	   0-‐69	   	  
	  


